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1. Opening and meeting arrangements
The meeting was opened by the Working Group Chair, Mr. Y. Takeuchi. The
Director of the Laboratory, Dr. Y. Uozumi welcomed the participants and offered
any assistance to make the meeting successful.. The Working Group noted that
an informal working group had met during the preceding week of the Working
Group to make some preparatory analyses.
Participants introduced themselves. List of the participants is attached as
Appendix 2.
2. Adoption of Agenda and appointment of Rapporteurs
Proposed Agenda was adopted which is attached as Appendix 1.
Rapporteurs were nominated for each Agenda Item (whose names appear in
Appendix 1). Dr. Miyake served as the general rapporteur.
There were 16 papers submitted at the session (list attached as Appendix 3).
Also one information paper and many PowerPoint presentations were made
during the session, whose abstracts are included in this report.
3. Review of fisheries indicators
3.1

•

Catch data

ISC08/PBF-1/01 Pacific bluefin tuna quarterly catch updates.
Oshima.

By K.

Quarterly and annual catches in weight (mt) by fishery for Pacific bluefin tuna
(PBF) in Japan and Korea were updated up to and including 2007. The input
data submitted previously for SS 2 did not include catches by the Japanese
longliners operated in the South Pacific, due to a simple oversight. These South
Pacific catches have been incorporated into the input data at this time.
Korean PBF catches are exclusively being made by the domestic purse seiners
as by-catch of other fish and most of them are exported to the Japanese market
as fresh fish. Korean monthly catches for the domestic purse seiners during
2000 – 2007 were updated. These updated data were derived from sales slip
data, whereas the data previously presented were based on the Korean export
statistics. The updated catch data were considered to be more reliable than the
previous data, because they were based on raw data, and hence included in the
input data for SS 2 at this time. However, some definite discrepancies appeared
in quarterly catches between the updated and previous data. In addition,
pattern of quarterly catch of the Korean purse seine fishery was different from
that of the Japanese similar fishery and the Korean annual catch has
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significantly increased in recent years. Consequently, the trends in catch, effort
and any changes in the Korean PBF fisheries need to be reported and examined
in the future meeting of the Working Group.
The Japanese Annual Report of Catch Statistics on Fisheries and Aquaculture
(SD report, previously referred as “SID report”) and logbook data were not yet
available for 2007, at the time of the Working Group. Therefore, the catches of
some Japanese fisheries, such as longline, troll and set net fisheries (which are
estimated generally based on these data sources) are provisional, estimated by
database of Research Project on Japanese bluefin tuna (RJB).
Discussion. The Working Group noted that the new Korean catch data were
of the official data submission from that country. The Working Group discussed
validity of the new data and agreed to use the new series for the assessment at
this time. However, it also recommended that the Chair contact the Korean
scientists and ask submission of a paper at the ISC PBF WG meeting in July,
2008, to explain the procedure of the updates with a particular emphasis on
clarification of the discrepancies observed in 2000 and 2005 between these two
data sets, It was agreed that sensitivity runs by Stock Synthesis 21 (SS 2) will be
carried out at this meeting, using the previous data set.
The Working Group also approved inclusion of Japanese longline catches in the
South Pacific which were over sighted in the data set presented at the previous
session.
•

Catch update in July, 2008

At the Working Group session in July, 2008 (Takamatsu, Japan), the additional
information became available for Chinese Taipei and Korean Fisheries. The
summaries are given below.
•

Chinese Taipei

The catch of PBF in 2006 (1,149 t) was the lowest catch in the time series. The
2007 catch of PBF has increased to 1,401 t. This year had higher catches per
vessel compared to the previous five years. Catch in 2008 is currently about half
of those in 2007. High fuel prices have reduced effort (less searching time and
area). The size of PBF caught ranged mainly from 210 cm to 235 cm during
2003-2006 and from 205 cm to 245 cm in 2007. Between 2003 and 2007, over
8000 PBF were measured.
Discussion. The reduction in effort by Chinese-Taipei longliners may influence
CPUE estimates. Due to the lack of logbook data for this fishery, the
Chinese-Taipei longline nominal CPUE time series currently available came
1
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from limited market information and hence standardization of CPUE may not be
practicable for future years, if there are some changes in fishing pattern.
•

Catch data updates of Pacific bluefin tuna in Korea by S. D. Hwang, K. H.
Choi, Y. J. Kwon, H. Gwak, J. H. Kim, D. H. An and D. Y. Moon

Catch statistics were revised and updated from the new data sources based on
the formal publications and recorded documents. Most Pacific bluefin tuna are
caught in Korean waters by domestic purse seiners targeting mackerels. The
PBF are mostly small individuals, ranging from 20 to 167 cm in fork length. The
30-80 cm FL size class dominated in 2007. The annual catch of PBF by 29-48
purse seiners and 4 trawlers ranged from 1 to 2,141 t during the 1982-2007
period. PBF fisheries are annually variable as it is not a target species.
Geographical distribution of PBF fishery has recently expanded and catch has
increased. Pacific bluefin tuna catch seems to be related to the distribution of
target species of the fleet, the degree of association the bluefin tuna with the
target species, oceanographic conditions, and the strength of year classes. The
recent increasing trend of the Korean PBF catch could be examined through
international cooperation.
Korea had submitted catch data before the May meeting and hence the figures
given in the Appendix Table 1 are all reflecting these new figures. Catch data
coverage is about 90% of the purse seine fleet and the reported catch was not
extrapolated, being possibly under-estimated. Port interview of fishermen were
used to create geographical distribution of catch and effort. The author
suggested to make a comparative studies on the PBF catches by Japanese and
Korean purse seiners in the East China Sea and in the Pacific in 2008. The
larger fish that are being caught in 2008 could be from a strong year class.
Discussion The Working Group noted that the Japanese catch of PBF landed
in the Sakai-Minato indicated that most of the fish caught in 2008 were from
2004 year class.
3.2

Overview of the fishery indicators

Pacific bluefin tuna have been possibly exploited continuously at least since late
19th or early 20th centuries both in the northwestern and eastern Pacific Ocean
(Figure 1). According to the study by Muto et al (Doc. 04), during the pre-stock
assessment period (before 1952), Pacific bluefin tuna catch peaked to the
highest of about 47,000 t in 1938, although the data in pre-assessment period
should be regarded as less reliable, particularly for the northwestern Pacific. The
landings recorded in the eastern Pacific Ocean appear to be reliable even for
this period. During the assessment period (starting from 1952), the catch
fluctuated within the range from about 9,000 t to 37,000 t. (Appendix Table gives
the latest landing data by country, gear and calendar year).
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Even though the CPUE series have been standardized (Figure 2), it is very
difficult to compare the relative levels among the various series of CPUE that
were prepared as input data. The reasons are that gear configurations and
fishing grounds changed among the periods which each series covers, mostly
due to the change in target species. However the longline CPUE series are
believed to well represent the abundance trends of the adult stock. They show
some fluctuations with a peak in about 1960 and reached the second peak
around late 1970s. Relative levels between two peaks are uncertain. Thereafter
it showed more peaks around early 1990s and around 2000, and thereafter a
gradual decline.
4. Review of biological studies
4,1

•

Progress of growth studies by otolith

ISC08/PBF-1/08．Age and growth of Pacific bluefin tuna, Thunnus orientalis,
validated by the sectioned otolith ring counts. By T. Shimose, M. Kai, T.
Tanabe, K. S. Chen, C. C. Hsu, F. Muto and Iz. Yamasaki (Shimose et al.)

There were several studies in the past on estimating growth curves for PBF,
using modal progression methods, scale ring reading, tag-recapture results
and/or vertebral ring counts. According to the previous results, it was generally
understood that the fish reach 90cm at age 2, 150cm at age 5 and 200 cm at age
9. But the growth over 200 cm has not been well known. In this study, otolith
samples were collected from trolling, longline, purse seine and set net fisheries
from all over Japan and Chinese Taipei. Only the otolith samples associated with
size data were used. The total of 520 fish over wide range of sizes was sampled.
Opaque bands were counted on the section of otolith by only a single reader.
Those of less than 2 years old are difficult to read while it is easy for the fish after
10 years.
The time of formation of opaque zones on otolith was studied by examination of
edge of otolith for translucent or opaque, by month of sample collected.
Percentage of opaque edge was high in May to August, indicating that the
opaque zones were being formed during these months. The samples for
February through April are missing but it can be concluded that one opaque ring
is formed per year.
There were 62 specimens for which age readings were less confident but all the
data were included for the analyses. Using these data, von Bertalanffy growth
curve (VBG) was obtained. Up to 10 years old, i.e. 210 cm, the growth is
relatively rapid and after obtaining that size, the growth slows down. The new
curve is compared with the three curves previously proposed. Up to age 10, they
all match relatively well, except that the new growth curve exceeds slightly
above the previous curves for ages 3 up to 8. Thereafter, the new curve shows a
considerably slower growth.
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After the study was completed, 197 additional specimens were obtained from
Chinese Taipei. Adding the age readings of these new otoliths did not change
the results much. Excluding unconfident data or young fish data (1 and 2 years
old), another growth curve was obtained and is presented as an appendix.
Age compositions in five data sets from different major fishing grounds showed
that older fish tend to inhabit in lower latitude, i.e. in the area Nansei Islands and
Chinese Taipei. Sexual difference in growth was also examined, but no
significant difference was found. Fork lengths of males tend to be larger than that
of females, and the differential growth between sexes may be found in future if
more specimens are collected and examined.
Discussion The growth curves currently used seem to be appropriate for
young fish (less than age 10). The adequacy of sample sizes for larger fish of
over 200 cm was questioned. It was explained by the author that the additional
samples obtained from Chinese Taipei are not included in the report. Therefore
there will be more samples for those large fish. Later the number of fish sampled
including those from Chinese Taipei was presented at the meeting. It was
suggested that size frequencies of samples per FL classes would give some
idea. Since it is very difficult to obtain samples from large bluefin, the effort by
the colleague of Chinese Taipei in colleting these otolith was very much
appreciated by the Working Group members.
It was pointed out that maximum length derived from the newly estimated growth
curve (Linf.) would be smaller than the value previously reported (December
2007). It might be caused by uncertainty in ageing of older fish due to the small
number of larger fish over 15 year old were sampled. However, newly available
samples from Chinese Taipei fisheries could improve the result of the estimated
age and growth of larger fish. It was requested to add those samples and revise
the data table and to prepare the ad-hoc (sample-specific) age-length key of
PBF.
The Working Group noted that the author had later provided tables of the results
of studies with the Chinese Taipei additional samples. The Working Group
agreed that these revised tables be used as it has a larger sample size for large
fish older than 15.
4.2

•

Other biological studies

Contributions of different spawning seasons and areas to the stock of Pacific
bluefin tuna, Thunnus orientalis, based on analyses of otolith daily
increments and catch-at-length data. By T. Itou (information paper)

Difference in spawning time of PBF is presented. Otolith reading of daily
increments from fish collected in the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Japan
revealed some difference in spawning season between the two areas. In general,
birth dates were estimated to extend from March to October with a peak in June
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to August. Spawning seems occurring in the Pacific Ocean side before mid-July
and in the Sea of Japan after mid July. Early hatched group in the Pacific grew
faster than that in the Sea of Japan, and reached more than 50cm in December.
On the other hand, late hatched group in the Sea of Japan grew only to less than
50 cm in December. The latter mode gradually caught up the former, and the two
modes almost overlapped in the next May or later. This is because the early
group migrated to colder areas early and their growth was considered to have
slowed down. The details of seasonal growth in ages 1 and 2 of these two
groups need to be further investigated in the future.
•

ISC08/PBF-1/09．A review of reproductive biology of Pacific bluefin tuna
Thunnus orientaris with description of some problem for further study. By T.
Tanabe, K. Yokawa,N. Miyabe, H. Honda and Y. Takeuchi

The reproductive parameters of Pacific bluefin tuna, such as spawning ground
and period, sex ratio and fecundity, are briefly reviewed. Two main spawning
grounds and periods, one around the Nansei islands in May-June and another in
the southwestern Sea of Japan in July-August, are already known. However,
there are several unknown biological aspects for this species. In order to better
understand these unknown aspects, the following additional research on
reproductive biology and relationships of environmental condition to reproductive
activity of bluefin tuna were proposed.
1) Examination for sex ratio of adult PBF; To collect data of sex ratio by size,
area and period will contribute the comparative analyses of age-growth
relationship and the estimate of mortality between male and female.
2) Estimate of fecundity; To investigate the relationships between body size
of adult PBF and the spawning parameters (i.e., batch fecundity,
spawning frequency, duration of the spawning period, etc.) are would
provide essential information about the reproductive potential of the stock.
3) Estimate of maturity at size: To estimate the relationship between
mature/immature ratio and size (or age) of PBF is important for the stock
assessment. However, to realize that, further improvements in the
sampling methodology and technology are necessary.
4) Early life history in relation to environmental condition; Investigation on
larval and juvenile distribution patterns contribute to provide basic
information about the spatio-temporal spawning activity of adult PBF. To
collect oceanographic data, i.e., sea surface temperature is important for
understanding the spawning procedures of adult fish and the distribution
patterns, growth and survival during the period of early life history.
Discussion The relationship between the characteristics of spawning activities
of PBF and environmental conditions, especially focused on temperature of the
spawning ground was discussed. The larval distribution is associated only with a
8
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narrow range of water temperature (around 26 degrees centigrade). The authors
provided brief information on the relationship between the daily spawning
activities and temperature, with fish in a captivity at the Amami National Center
for Stock Enhancement of the Fisheries Research Agency of Japan (with
reference to Masuma’s document (ICCAT-BFT-SYMP0-34) presented at the
“World Symposium for the study into the stock fluctuation of northern bluefin
tunas (Thunnus thynnus and Thunnus orientalis) including historic periods”.)
.It was suggested that the investigations on the influence of oceanographic
condition on the spawning and survival of larvae and juveniles in the nursery
grounds be considered.
•

ISC08/PBF-1/16．Basic results of analysis of sexed size data of large sized
Pacific bluefin tuna. By K. Yokawa

Sex ratios by size of fish are studied for fish sampled in Tsugaru Strait (2007)
and Okinawa fishing grounds (1999-2007). A total of 4651 fish were examined
for sex and size. Total sex ratio is almost 1:1 for all the years for fish collected
from Okinawa area. Sex ratio by size indicated a clear trend, i.e. female
proportion was higher for tuna of less than 160cm, while it declines for larger fish
and get about even with male at about 210-220cm. Thereafter, male dominated
in the sample. This declining trend of female ratio from small fish to large fish
was consistent between years although there were some variations. It seemed
that the FL at which sex ratio was 1:1 increased with a progress of years
(190-200cm in 1999 but 220-230 in 2007). The examination of size frequencies
of catches show that mode shifted larger through this study period. The fork
length at which the sex ratio become 1;1 increased together with the modal shift
observed in the total catch. The same trend was also observed in the size data
collected from Tsugaru Strait, which is one of the major feeding grounds of
bluefin tuna in summer and autumn season. The same trend was also found in
the sexed size data whose otolith was used in the aging study by Simose et. al.
(ISC08/PBF-1/08).
This study suggested that there are sex specific growth and/or mortality pattern
for large sized bluefin tuna. If either or both of these exist, this would have some
implications on the stock assessments. For future research, otolith collection
should be associated with size and sex data. Sex-size data should also be
analyzed with actual locations and time of capture. Such data from the both
spawning (Japanese and Chinese Taipei coastal longliners) and feeding
grounds should be collected in near future.
Discussion The Working Group discussed as to how to estimate natural
mortality, which might be different between sexes. It was noted that natural
mortality can be estimated if reliable sex specific growth and catch at size were
available. Wider size classes were adopted for large fish, which includes several
ages of PBF. Those should be classified into much narrower classes. It was
recognized that the study is still of a preliminary nature and no interpretations
9
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should be made at this time.
It was suggested that sex specific as well as age specific availability to the
longline gear should also be examined as a possible cause of producing such an
apparent trend in sex-ratio. If that were the case, these may have some effects
in using longline abundance indices. This study is still on-going stage and
extensive collection of data would be necessary to obtain information which is
useful for the stock assessment.
•

ISC08/PBF-1/13．Comparison of von Bertalanffy growth function from otolith
sections with observed length frequencies from various fisheries .By M.
Ichinokawa

This document (ISC08/PBF/01/13) pointed out three potential problems relating
to length frequency data used in the SS 2 stock assessment model to estimate
growth for PBF. The first issue is inconsistency between the von Bertalanffy
growth equation estimated by Shimose et al. (2008) and length frequency data
used in the current stock assessment model. The growth estimated by modal
progressions observed in the length frequencies from various fisheries seem to
be slower than estimated by the von Bertalanffy growth equation, especially for
the winter period and for age 1. In addition, the growth pattern observed in
modal progression shows annual variability. These variations would cause
misfits of the length frequency data, especially for younger fish, in the stock
assessment model which assumes more rapid and no-annual variability in
growth. The second issue is confounding among length frequency data from
different fisheries in estimating K and Linf. The likelihood profiles on K and Linf.
suggested that a growth equation with low K gave better fitted to the length
frequency data from Japanese small-pelagic-fish purse seine and set net
fisheries, whereas larger K gave better fit to length frequency data from other
fisheries. As for the Linf., data from Japanese troll, pole & line and EPO purse
seine fitted better with higher Linf., but data for the other fleets showed the
opposite pattern. This indicates potential difficulties in estimating the growth
curve solely by SS 2 because of contradicting information implied from different
fisheries. The third issue is about coefficient of variation of length at age 0 fish.
Simple simulation runs suggested that the CV of the length frequencies actually
observed from catch data should be larger than instantaneous CV estimated by
a von Bertalanffy growth equation with continuous sampling of length data within
a quarter and differences of birth date for recruit. Although the length frequency
data currently used in the stock assessment can be fully used by the current
version of Stock Synthesis 2 and assuming a very simple growth pattern, it is
important to note these issues as the potential problems of the current stock
assessment model develop address these in future improvements to the model.
Discussion Size samples are possibly biased by gear selectivity and/or partial
availability of population for fishery. Also the reliability of the von Bertalanffy
Growth (VBG) curve estimated by Shimose et. al. (2008) as to whether it is
representative for the total population was discussed. The growth and age of
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relatively older fish of age 5 or more in the VBG was reliable but growth of fish
younger than 2-year-old should be examined with further biological study and
the improvement in the model configuration.
•

Information PPT presentation. Relation between PBT resources and
Climate change in the North Pacific By D. Inagake

PBF recruitment (estimated by VPA in 2006) fluctuates with a period of around
20 years with three peaks in the mid 1950s, 1970s and 1990s. Peaks in 1950s
and 1970s correspond with weak Aleutian Low (positive ALPI), warm Sea
surface temperature (SST) in the central North Pacific (negative PDO) and warm
SST in spawning area. When the regime shift occurred, a rapid change in level
of PBF recruitment level is observed without rapid change in spawning stock
biomass. Three types of stock-recruitment relationships in PBF were assumed
for high, middle and low levels of recruitment. Significant correlations were noted
between PBF recruitment and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). SST in a
spawning area also shows significant positive correlation, that is to say, the
period of high temperature in a spawning area corresponded to high
recruitments. Climate changes are considered to change larval survival rates in
their breeding grounds through changes in food availability, growth rate and the
period vulnerable to predation.
Climate conditions in 1930s are characterized by strong Aleutian Low, positive
PDO (cold in the central North Pacific) and average or a little colder SST in a
spawning area. Although catch of PBF increased in the 1930s, the author
guessed that environment in the 1930s was not good for PBF recruitment.
Discussion The Working Group found it to be very interesting and important
subject to consider. Particularly in terms of understanding the mechanism of
population dynamics particularly for the stock which has been the subject of the
fishery for a long time, this type of studies should be further explored. In this
respect, suggestion was made that the study results be presented at the coming
meeting of the PBF Working Group.
5. Review of fisheries data prepared for stock synthesis 2
•

ISC08/PBF-1/02．Data set on Stock Synthesis 2 for Pacific bluefin tuna,
Thunnus orientalis. By M. Abe

This paper summarizes the input data to be used in the SS 2 model at this
session. At the ISC-PBF/2007 meeting held in April 2007, the Working Group
agreed that the Stock Synthesis 2 model to be used for assessing Pacific bluefin
tuna, Thunnus orientalis. The input data for SS 2 were prepared by the following
procedures. Fishery data were re-organized into fishing year that starts from July
1st and ends at the end of June of the following calendar year, for the period of
July 1st of 1952 (fishing year 1952) to June 30th of 2006 (fishing year 2005). The
fisheries data from eight or more countries were classified into ten fleets. For
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each fleet, the length bin ranges were set for 16-290cm with a bin size of 2cm for
16-56cm, 4cm bins for 58-116cm and 6cm bins for 122-290cm. Any samples
with less than 100 measurements were not accepted. This criterion was agreed
after the consideration of the results of the analysis on length frequency
database. Maximum and minimum sample size was set at 200 and 100,
respectively. Quarterly time step was used and therefore catches were also
prepared quarterly for each fleet. Total of 17 series of CPUE was developed to
be used for SS 2 model. When CV for a series of indices was larger than 0.2,
face value of CV was used. When CV was smaller than 0.2, or not provided, CV
was set at 0.2.
Discussion: The Working Group confirmed that the new Japanese longline
CPUE series and the updated Korean catch data were used as the input data. It
was noted that the length frequency data from Chinese Taipei longline fleet in
2006 were provided recently. It was also noted that small working group
reviewed these new data and concluded that the new data series is consistent
with those used prior to 2006 and hence it was agreed to include these new data
in input data for SS 2.
•

ISC08/PBF-1/03 ． Length frequency of Pacific bluefin tuna caught by
Japanese troll and set net fisheries during 1980's and possible effects for
stock estimates. By M. Ichinokawa

This document presented length frequency data of Pacific bluefin tuna (PBF)
caught by Japanese troll and set net fisheries during 1980’s. The data were
recovered and compiled in December, 2007, by NRIFSF. Sample sizes of the
length data during 1980’s were smaller than those collected after 1993.
However, there seems to be a reasonable consistency in the frequency pattern
and average length, between the two data sets; one for 1980’s and another for
1990’s, in troll fisheries. The consistency of the length data from set net was
questionable because of the limited sample size in 1980’s and differences in
sampling sites between the two periods. The results of the sensitivity analysis
indicated that the magnitude of fluctuations in recruitment during 1980s was
reduced from 0.82 to 0.41 when the recovered length data for 1980’s are added.
This result implies that wide fluctuations in recruitments in the past time without
length data of troll fisheries may be artifacts owing to insufficient amount of
length data in the period. Further investigations will be needed on the possible
effects of the length data on the estimation of magnitude of recruitment
fluctuation, as well as representativeness of the current length data.
Discussion
It was questioned as to the reason that the additional size data
for 1980s had an influence on the recruitment estimated for 1960-70s. It was
clarified that these differences in earlier years estimates related to the instability
of the model used for the estimation.
The Working Group decided to use the new data set (including the addition of
1980s data) to be used in the input data for the base case assessment.
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•

ISC08/PBF-1/05．Correction of the standardized CPUE of Pacific bluefin
tuna caught by Japanese offshore and distant-water longliners. By K.
Yokawa

At the last data preparatory meeting of ISC bluefin tuna Working Group held in
Shimizu in December 2007, the abundance index of Pacific bluefin tuna (PBF)
caught by Japanese offshore and distant-water longliners, which was expected
to represent the abundance trends of adult bluefin tuna, generated many
discussions among the meeting participants. Most of these fishing operations
were not targeting bluefin tuna. Only in a limited area and season those fleets
target on PBF. However, the available catch and effort data for those fisheries do
not give a good indicator to identify target species. The procedure to obtain the
CPUE, which best represent the true abundance trend was considered. The
Working Group tentatively agreed to include the index summarized in the
information paper by Yokawa (2007), as a candidate of CPUEs to be used in the
assessment
Unfortunately, the author of this information paper found some technical errors in
calculating the standardized CPUE. This document explains the errors and
provided the revised results.
Previously, Area 1 was not included in developing CPUEs for these fisheries.
This time, the data from that area were included. The comparisons of two series
showed that the corrections of calculation errors affected very little to the results
but the inclusion of Area 1 made some difference in CPUE trends.
Discussion
The Working Group concluded that the new corrected data
including CPUEs in Area 1 should be used as a possible series of abundance
index for SS 2.
•

ISC08/PBF-1/04. Annual catches by gears of Pacific bluefin tuna before
1952 in Japan and adjacent areas by gears. By F. Muto、Y. Takeuchi and K.
Yokawa

Historical catches of PBF, prior to 1952 in the Japanese waters were updated. It
was in high level in late 1930s to early 1940s (max. 47,635 t in 1935). The
update involves mostly additions of new data from the provinces which were not
covered in the previous studies. Also special data series from Aburatsu and
Korea became available.
Catch in 1920s was dominated by drift gillnet in Hokkaido. In 1930s, catch in the
Sea of Japan became most significant. Particularly set net catches in three
provinces in the Sea of Japan were high, peaked in the mid-1930s. In the late
1930s, Hokkaido became again important, but this time from coastal area. Also
the catch on the Pacific side of Kyushu (Aburatsu) made a significant
contribution. The size distributions showed three distinct modes, possibly
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corresponding to ages 8, 9 and 10.
New records of catch series in Korea were found. Most of them were catches by
set net.
There are 2 major future tasks that require further attention. One is checking
double counting of data in the estimations. The other is further research on sizes
of fish caught..
Discussion
Coverage of data was asked and the authors responded that
almost all the areas where PBF are caught were investigated and that any
existing data found there were recovered. Therefore there should not be much
uncovered data left. The high catch levels in the 1930s were maintained by large
amount of un-synchronized local catches appeared in several areas.
Also the market and type of products in pre-war time was questioned. Some
socio-economic studies, such as price investigations (relative to the other
important species of fish) and tuna product types would be very interesting.
Also sharp decrease in catch in early 1940s to 1950 was questioned. The catch
reduction in the Japanese fisheries during this period may reflect reality of
socio-economic situations. However, existence of some unreported catches
cannot be declined. Simultaneous sharp drop was also observed in the EPO.
This may be due to some socio-economic factors and/or lower abundance of fish.
Size distributions in the Japanese longline catch unloaded in Aburatsu port were
studied. It was suggested that the peaks in the catch may represent strong year
classes. The Working Group agreed that this type of work is very important for
the species which have been exploited for such a long time period.
•

ISC08/PBF-1/06．Estimation of effective sample size for landing data of
Japanese purse seine in Sakai-Minato. By M. Kanaiwa

This purse seine fishing capture almost all the fish in a school and each school is
composed of fish of a similar size. One landing generally corresponds to catch of
a set (hence, one school). This makes length distribution for each landing
narrower than true length distribution of the population. In this paper, studies
related to the effective sample size for such purse seine catch is presented, and
the historical change in sampling procedures is shown for Sakai-minato (Sakai
Port). The results suggested that the effort was optimal in Sakai-minato in 1980s,
while recent sampling effort is excessive. However to estimate the optimal
sample size for recent years is difficult with currently available data, because
that depends on quantities of landing, number of fish sampled (sample size)
and/or number of landings (sampling frequencies). The effort to obtain the total
quantity of each landing is continuing.
•
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In the previous study, it was suggested to use the multi-stage bootstrap which
contains realistic fishing structure and sampling procedure. Therefore, analyses
with such realistic assumptions were conducted. Eight scenarios were
considered to propose new sampling procedures to reduce sampling effort, as
required. E, f and Ef were provided as the criteria for evaluations, and scenarios
were compared from year to year according to these criteria. As a result,
sampling a constant number of fish per sample is considered to be advisable. A
greater number of samples (or schools) is more effective than a greater number
of fish in each sample (or school). Therefore, some reduction can be made in
number of sampled fish in each school but not in number of sampled school.
Discussion
The previous two papers (Nos. 06 and 07) were discussed
together. The actual procedures used in size sampling in Sakai-Minato were
discussed. At present, in Sakai-Minato, the samplers try to take as many lengths
and weights as possible for each landing (i.e. school). Recently, because the
number of total landings has increased, the samplers want to know whether they
can reduce the sampling effort per landing or not. It was suggested that under
the current situation, to have a limited number of fish be measured per sample
(i.e. school) would be better than to reduce sampling frequencies.
The Working Group encouraged to advance this type of investigations in future.
The Working Group questioned whether a similar investigation has been
conducted in EPO fishery and clarified that the IATTC has very little opportunity
of sampling bluefin tuna. However, very extensive studies in sampling design
relating to the minimum number of samples and sample sizes required per
specific stratum have been conducted in relation to the tropical tunas. .
The Working Group agreed on the importance of investigating the effective
sampling strategy not only for this port but for other PBF purse seine fisheries.
6. Review of model setting prepared for Stock Synthesis II
•

ISC08/PBF-1/10．Reconsideration to adult natural mortality of Pacific bluefin
tuna in the presence of new information of age and growth. By Y. Takeuchi

At the PBF Working Group meeting in December 2007, the natural mortality
vectors M were discussed and new age-specific M was agreed upon, whose
adult M was determined by averaging of the adult M used for the Atlantic bluefin
tuna and that for Southern bluefin tuna stock assessments. The Ms for age 0
and age 1, 2 were determined from tagging studies of Pacific bluefin tuna and
Southern bluefin tuna respectively. Empirical estimates of M were updated using
the methods of Chen and Watanabe (1989) with different growth parameters and
the new age-specific M. Consequently, estimated M for older ages were smaller
than the M used in 2006 stock assessment except for when VBGF parameters of
Shimose et al (2008) were used. The results also showed that relatively high M
was estimated when Shimose’s growth curve was applied to all the M estimates.
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It is important to note very large influence of different M on some key
benchmarks, and to have more reliable estimate of spawning potential of the
stock. One problem is the difficulty in choosing the best estimate of M. One
solution is to develop biological and management benchmarks which are robust
to input M.
Discussion The Working Group agreed that this is one of the key issues for
stock assessment. It is desirable to reduce the major uncertainties in the
assessments owing to the vector M
The extensive discussion was made on the natural mortality vectors used for
base case, along with those used for sensitivity analysis, since M is one of the
most sensitive parameters affecting stock assessments.
There were opinions that more robust benchmarks for management should be
provided and that more effort should be made to reduce the uncertainties in the
natural mortality. It was discussed that it may be possible to reduce the
uncertainties in M using the biological information such as sex ratio at ages.
There was an opinion that several sensitivity runs must be made with various
ranges of M. Another opinion was made to expand the base case to include
more scenarios of M to better reflect wide uncertainty stems from M.
Consequently the Working Group agreed that for the base case, only the current
age specific natural mortality vectors will be used but uncertainty of the stock
assessment resulting from various M scenarios must be clearly mentioned in the
report.
It was agreed that a clear message should be given to the managers that there is
very wide uncertainty in M. and that the plan as to how the scientists would try to
treat these uncertainties in the future study be explained.
•

ISC08/PBF-1/12．Sensitivity analysis of stock assessment for Pacific bluefin
tuna using Stock Synthesis 2. By M. Kai

Sensitivity analyses were made based on the base-case parameterization by
Takeuchi et al (2008) using SS 2 to examine the influences of uncertainties
regarding the parameters. Time series of SSB and recruitment were mainly used
for evaluation of the results. In sensitivity analyses, the focus was on the natural
mortality rate, the weight length relationship, steepness, sigma R, CV of length
at age 0 and 3, parameter k, mean length at age 0 and 3, and those were set
different from the base-case. Then several scenarios on size selectivity patterns,
survey lambda and initial equilibrium catches for combinations of fleets were
tested with sensitivity runs. Additional test runs were made by various M.
The results showed that yearly changes in SSB and recruitment are more
sensitive to the natural mortality rate, steepness, parameter k and mean length
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at age 3. Different scenarios for size selectivity pattern and initial equilibrium
catches produced some but very little difference. Different scenarios for
combinations of survey lambda by fleets did give some difference.
Time series of SSB and R, are more sensitive to natural mortality rate. Virgin
SSB estimated was very high and SPR was very low. Those unrealistic values
could be changed by the choice of the M (i.e. using higher M).
Further sensitivity analyses were done for various M values, particularly high
adult M gave a high impact on stock biomass estimates.
Discussion Discussion on M used in this study was postponed until a later
time when the rationale for the estimate used will be revisited.
One concern
was the change in mean length at age 3 fish owing to biological changes which
would make a difference in the level of the SSB time series.
7.

stock assessment analysis work

7.1 Base case

•

ISC08/PBF-1/17．Stock assessment of Pacific bluefin tuna ‒Specification of
modeling and base case results-. Y. Takeuchi, M. Ichinokawa, M. Kai, K.
Oshima, M. Abe, K. Yokawa, R. Conser,, K. Piner, A. Aires-da-Silva , H. H.
Lee and M. Dreyfus.

The results of base case model run were reported. According to the base case
results, total biomass (Figure 3) at 1952 was about 55,00 t. Then it reached the
highest around 1960 due to an increase in spawners. Thereafter it declined to
the level of about 20,000 t and increased again to a second peak around 1980,
due to several strong year classes (1978-1980).Total biomass stayed within the
similar range thereafter. Spawning stock biomass (Figure 4) started from the
level of slightly below 40,000 T. Then it increased to the highest of 60,000 t due
to the two strong year classes during the 1950s. After those strong year classes
had passed through, spawning biomass stayed in the range between about
10,000 to 30,000 t. During 1980s spawning biomass remained at the historically
lowest level (7,803 t in 1983). From the late 1980s, spawning stock biomass
recovered to about 30,000 t by mid-1990s, and then declined to the level of
20,000 t. The time series of recruitment appeared to have large variations
(Figure 5).
Figure 6 shows annual estimated fishing mortality for age 0, ages 1-3 and ages 4
and older fish are given. A five-year moving average of Fs was used to
characterize trends in F over the assessment time period. The trend line
indicates that F on recruits (age 0) has been increasing (with fluctuation) since
1990. Moving average F on recruits in the most recent years (2000-2005) is
approximately 0.8 yr-1 level higher than that estimated earlier in the assessment
period. For juveniles (ages 1-3), a similar increasing trend is apparent in the
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moving average F since 1990; and the recent-F is similar to that on recruit fish
(~0.8 yr-1). The level of juvenile F has generally been higher than that for other
age groups, while recruit F has only reached similar magnitude in recent years.
The moving average F on adults (ages 4+) has remained at a relatively lower
level for most of the assessment time period (0.2-0.4 yr-1)
Several management benchmarks were presented. YPR and %SPR plots were
shown in Figure 7. Ratio of Fmax against current F (defined as the average of
quarterly F of 2002-2004) is about 0.21. Ratio of F0.1 against current F was 0.14.
Ratio of Fmed against current F was about 1.01. Ratios of F40%, F30% and
F20% against Fcurrent are 0.15, 0.21 and 0.30 respectively. Reduction of the
fishing mortality may improve the yield per recruit and spawners per recruit. For
example, 20% reduction of the fishing mortality results in about 16% increases of
the yield per recruitment and about 100% increase of the %SPR. More drastic
reduction of the fishing mortality might improve yield per recruitment and %SPR.
But exact amount of the improvement of YPR as well as %SPR is highly
uncertain since corresponding equilibrium biomass with more reduction of
fishing mortality is likely beyond the range of historically observed stock size.
Current results suggest that over 50 years, %SPR remains at most about 6 %
(Figure 8). From the scatter plots of spawner-recruit relationship (Figure 9), it is
very difficult to find any functional relationship between spawning biomass and
recruitments, while high degree of yearly recruitment variation may obscure
stock recruitment relationship. While spawner-recruit plot suggests no apparent
recruitment overfishing, %SPR have remained quite low level for more than 50
years. This might be an indication of potential problem of current definition of
spawning biomass of Pacific bluefin tuna or a potential model miss-specification.
These two potential problems of current base case modeling should be
investigated in the future.
7.2

•

Diagnostic

ISC08/PBF-1/17．Stock assessment of Pacific bluefin tuna ‒Specification of
modeling and base case results-. Y. Takeuchi, M. Ichinokawa, M. Kai, K.
Oshima, M. Abe, K. Yokawa, R. Conser,, K. Piner, A. Aires-da-Silva , H. H.
Lee and M. Dreyfus

Some diagnostics of the base case results were presented. Fishing mortality by
age has stable pattern except for the ages 0 and 2 of the most recent year
(2005). The reliability of the estimated F in the most recent year was later
investigated in the ISC/08/PBF-2/01? during the Working Group meeting in July
2008, since this has a lot of implications to the future prospects of the stock. CVs
(Coefficients of variations) of the estimated parameters were also presented. In
particular, very large CV observed in the recruitment deviation parameter in
starting year of the stock assessment may be an indication of confounding of the
other parameters such as offset parameter to scale the initial population size.
The correlation matrix of recruitment related parameters (logR0 and recruitment
deviations indicated that the recruitment deviations of adjacent years are highly
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negatively correlated. This should be due to the high uncertainty in recruitment
estimates. Correlation matrix of the other estimated parameters were also
examined. There are several parameters which have high correlations. In the
future less correlated parameterizations should be investigated to improve the
model stability.
One of the important uncertainties is unexplainable yield in 2005 by the base
case stock assessment results. The model predicted yield in 2005 (24,821 t) was
about 8% (about 2,000 t) less than observed yield in 2005 (26,902 t). Ideally, in
principle, stock assessment model should be able to explain historically
observed catch with more precision. This has an indication that the short term
projection results stated in the later paragraphs as well as the most recent
biomass estimated by the model might be slightly optimistic.
•

ISC08/PBF-2/01．Uncertainty of the estimates in the terminal year of 2005
estimated by SS2 for Pacific bluefin tuna. M. Ichinokawa

This Working Paper was submitted and discussed later at the Working Group
meeting in July, 2008 (Takamatsu, Japan). It suggests that too high fishing
mortality and un-explained catch in 2005 estimated by the base case of the
current stock assessment model were caused by two possible artifacts of (1)
under-estimation of number of fish in the population in 2005 and (2)
over-estimation of number of fish in the catch in 2005. The possible
under-estimation of population size in 2005 is resulted from under-estimation of
the number of younger age fish near the terminal year. This can be evidenced
by retrospective analysis (Figure 14). The possible over-estimation of catch (in
number of fish) in 2005 would have been occurred mainly in the catch by EPO
purse seine fisheries. This is caused from miss-fitting of the current model to
the observed length frequencies in the fisheries. Considering those possible
artifacts in the terminal year of 2005, it is recommended that estimated stock
status for 2005 shouldn’t be referred in the discussion of current stock status
and/or the future management strategy. Collection of information on age and
length compositions of the catch by EPO purse seine, immediate monitoring on
the strength of recruitments and improvement of model structure are also
recommended for the future improvement of stock assessment.
Discussion The working group agreed with the conclusions of this analysis that
starting the projections in 2006 has some pessimistic bias associated with
underestimation of the recruitment in 2005 (resulting in unrealistically higher F
on age 0 fish). This effect was most notable on short-term projections. It was
noted that starting projections in 2005 has an optimistic bias associated with
failure of removal of reported total catch of 2005. No general consensus could be
reached on which issue was the most influential. It was noted that the
underestimation of recruitment in the terminal year was noted in a short-term
retrospective and may be the result of model misspecification, such as selectivity
patterns changing. A more flexible assessment model structure may be needed
in future assessments to correct this issue. It was concluded that both
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projections (starting in 2005 and 2006) should go forward discussing the
problems associated with both analyses. With regard to the EPO size data, the
Working Group was informed that the Fisheries Institute of Mexico (INAPESCA)
developed a Management Plan that is being reviewed in other areas of the
government before its implementation. This management plan includes the
obligation for size data being provided by the farmers, since basically all bluefin
tuna is going to holding pens and sampling on board or port is extremely low.
7.3

Likelihood profiles on R0 (Figs in Appendix 5)

An issue that received substantial discussion by the Working Group was the
depletion to a extremely low level of the population (<5%) with respect to virgin
biomass (B0) at the starting year of the model (1952). It was decided that the
unreasonably high estimate of B0 makes comparisons with the more recent
period problematic. Therefore, B0 should not be taken to derive management
quantities (e.g., SBR, spawning biomass ratios as used by the IATTC).
It was also discussed that this unrealistic result could be data-driven or due to
model misspecification. These two possibilities were investigated. Likelihood
profiles on virgin recruitment (R0) were constructed to evaluate the contribution
to the total likelihood of each CPUE and size composition data, and check for
conflicting trends. Sensitivity analysis to different model assumptions we
conducted to investigate model misspecification.
The total likelihood profile shows that the bluefin data is very informative about
log R0 (MLE=9.25) given the model structure. Relative to other CPUE series,
there seems to be stronger signal about R0 from JP-CLL, TW-LL, JP-troll, and
JP-DWLL. There is conflicting information between these indices and the US-PS
index from the EPO. With respect to the size frequency data, the size data from
the JP-LL provides the stronger signal on R0.
7.4

Sensitivity analyses

The WG covered very large aspects of the sensitivity of the base case runthe
summary of the results of those sensitivity runs as well as the associated
commonly used biological reference points are shown in Appendix 8 Table.
7.4.1

Sensitivity to M

Kevin Piner presented an analysis of the sensitivity of the base assessment
model and resulting per-recruit reference calculations to changes in Natural
Mortality (M). Seven alternative M vectors were used in the SS2 model (in
addition to that of the base case). Each of the seven M vectors increased or
decreased the magnitude of M for the juvenile and adult ages relative to the
base case. The results of this analysis were intended to evaluate the importance
of both juvenile and adult M on the assessment results.
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Assessment results were most sensitive to the magnitude of the M assumed for
adults (age 4+) and relatively less sensitive to the magnitude of the juvenile M
(age 0-3). Increasing M resulted in a smaller initial spawning stock size and a
less exploited and depleted stock in 1952-2005. Decreasing M results in a larger
initial spawning stock and more heavily exploited and depleted stock in
1952-2005. In 6 scenarios of M out of 7, current fishing mortality exceeded Fmax.
On the contrary 6 out of 7 scenarios of M, the current F is less than Fmed. Rest of
F reference points other than Fmax and Fmed, current F exceeded reference F for
all M scenarios. Across all M vectors the range of current SPR was 0.01-0.15,
with higher M scenarios reflecting the higher SPR levels.
Michel Dreyfus presented results of a discrete dynamic population model
(different from SS2), that estimated B0 for all the M vectors（Appendix 4）. B0 was
estimated in those cases for two levels of recruitment. It was shown that the
results are similar to SS2 estimates. M was considered the main parameter
affecting B0 estimates that range over a high spectrum of values and needs to be
evaluated further in the future. B0 was also considered as an unrealistic value,
since those models don’t take into account interactions in the ecosystem as well
as its carrying capacity.
Discussion The Working Group discussed the reliability and importance of the
stock assessment estimate of initial spawning biomass (B0). Estimates of B0 are
influence by both data and model assumptions, but the assumed natural
mortality vector appeared to have a significant impact on results. It was noted
that the IATTC uses depletion ratio which depends on B0 as one statistic to
characterize stock status, but that other fisheries organizations often do not use
B0 because of its uncertainty. The primary criticism of estimates of B0 is the lack
of knowledge about potential density dependent compensatory mechanisms or
the potential for productivity regimes. It was acknowledged that despite
differences of opinion expressed by the working group on the appropriateness of
the estimate of B0, an alternative statistic to characterize stock status should be
considered. It was suggested that a robust statistic may come from examining
per-recruit type analyses across different model assumptions because the
per-recruit analyses is not dependent upon estimates of initial recruitment.
7.4.2

Sensitivity to Growth and Maturity

R. Conser presented the sensitivity of the base case results to the growth and
maturity assumptions and related model settings was examined by conducting
five sensitivity runs (Sensitivity Runs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 15).
Growth Sensitivity to the assumed mean length at age was examined by
varying the base case von Bertalanffy k parameter (0.195). Sensitivities were
conducted at k=0.15 (Run 1) and k=0.25 (Run 2). Run 1 SS2 results show no
important differences from the base case. Run 2 (k=0.25), however, showed
that biomass scaling is quite sensitive to larger values of k. Exploitation rates
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as well as total biomass and SSB trends were also affected – implying a more
significant decline for some parts of the assessment time series (1952-2005).
However, it should be noted that while the base case (k=0.195) was established
using recent age and growth research results (WP No. 8), the sensitivity k’s
(0.15 and 0.25) were arbitrarily set to create “low” and “high” k values.
Discussion
While this analysis demonstrated the importance of the k
parameter (and perhaps the need for future age-growth research to verify the
k=0.195 estimate), the PBF Working Group recommended the continued use of
k=0.195 for the base case.
Variance in Age-at-Length
Sensitivity Runs 3 and 4 examined the variability
in length-at-age – a user-specified input for the SS2 model. Given the large
catch of young PBF (ages 0-3) coupled with the not well-understood length
variability at these ages (especially age 0), there was concern that SS2 results
may be sensitive to the values set for the base case (agemin=0 with CV=0.25 and
agemax=3 with CV=0.8). Sensitivity Run 3 explored the affect of assuming
better precision in the length at age 0 (CV=0.15); and Sensitivity Run 4
employed a younger agemax (age 1.5), as suggested by simulation analysis
presented at this meeting (WP 13). Although some differences in age
composition fits and selectivity estimates were noted, the key results from both
of these sensitivity runs (biomass, SSB, recruitment and exploitation rates) were
virtually the same as the base case results.
Maturity Sensitivity Run 15 considered the affect of a delayed maturity
schedule;
AGE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6+

% MATURE (Base Case)
0
0
0
20
50
100
100

% MATURE (Run 15)
0
0
0
0
20
50
100

Evidence from the limited maturity research on PBT suggests that it is unlikely
that a significant number of PBF are attaining maturing prior to age 3 – hence the
use of one-sided sensitivity analysis for maturity. Although some differences in
age composition fits and selectivity estimates were noted, the key results from
both of these sensitivity runs (biomass, SSB, recruitment and exploitation rates)
were virtually the same as the base case results.
Discussion The Working Group noted that recent efforts to improve our
understanding of bluefin growth had improved the current assessment. Ongoing
research age and growth research should improve our understanding of
potential growth and reduce uncertainty in future assessments.
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7.4.3

Sensitivity to stock recruitment relationship

A. Aires-da-Silva presented sensitivity results to stock-recruitment relationship.
The base case stock assessment model assumes a Beverton-Holt (1957) stock
recruitment (S-R) relationship in which the steepness (h) parameter was fixed at
1.0. A value of 0.6 was assumed for the standard deviation of log-recruitment
(sigma-r). Three sensitivity analyses were made to evaluate the impact on the
assessment results from different assumptions about the nature of the S-R
relationship: 1) steepness h fixed at 0.8; 2) a higher standard deviation of the
recruitment deviates (sigma-r fixed at 1.0); 3) a CAGEAN-like S-R relationship
(unconstrained recruitments estimates). In general, the base case results were
robust to the different assumptions made about the S-R relationship. The
exception is the sensitivity in which the steepness (h) parameter was fixed at 0.8.
However, a pronounced increase of the biomasses since the early 1990s seems
unrealistic. Likelihood comparisons across sensitivities showed that the base
case model produced the best model fit.
Discussion The Working Group noted that the biomass trend from h=0.8 was
similar to earlier models that did not fit the longline CPUE. This was the basis for
increasing the emphasis on the longline CPUE in the base case model to
prevent this unrealistic result.
7.4.4

Sensitivity to weighting on length frequency and CPUE series:

H. H. Lee presented sensitivity analyses that sequentially removing each
likelihood component. Eliminating the length composition from fleet 1 (Japanese
longline fishery), fleet 3 (Japanese tuna purse seine fishery), 4 (Japanese troll
fishery) and fleet 8 (EPO purse seine fishery) improved the fit to fleet 2
(Japanese small purse seine fishery). However, model results (spawning
biomass, recruitment and exploitation estimates) were not sensitive to
elimination of those length composition data as trends were the same with slight
differences in scaling. Sequentially eliminating individual CPUE likelihood
components from fleet 11 (Japanese costal longline fishery), 14 (Japanese
offshore longline fishery in 1952-1974) and 15 (Japanese offshore longline
fishery in 1975-1992) and both fleet 14 and 15 degraded the fit of fleet 23
(Taiwanese longline fishery). Model results were more sensitive to the
contribution of longline CPUE than other model components.
Discussion The Working Group noted that these results indicated some level
of conflict between likelihood components. This could be the result of data bias
or model misspecification. It was also noted that longline CPUE was more
influential on model results. Although further work should be done to determine
the cause of data conflict, it did not appear to constitute a significant problem as
model results were robust to this issue.
7.4.5
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K. Oshima presented nine sensitivity runs that were carried out with respect to
the inclusion of secondary CPUE series. In general, there was no difference in
assessment model results between the base case and the sensitivity runs.
However, only in the case of replacement of CPUE of Fleet14 and Fleet 15 with
Feet 12 and Fleet 13, the total biomass and SSB were larger than those in base
case between the late of 1950s and the early 1980s. Because CPUE series for
Fleet 14 did not include CPUEs during 1967 – 1974, SS 2 might fail to explain
the population dynamics during this period. Overall, the SS 2 results for PBF
stock assessment were robust to the substitutions of secondary CPUE. In
addition, six sensitivity runs were performed for various equilibrium catches,
making equilibrium catches half or double that of the base case. Model results
were not sensitive to the changes in equilibrium catch.
Discussion The Working Group agreed that these results confirmed those
presented by H. H. Lee as indicating the importance of the longline CPUE and
general model robustness.
7.4.6 Sensitivity runs for effective sample size, Korean catch and estimating
recruitment deviation.
M. Abe presented a summary of sensitivity runs from changes in effective
sample size, Korean catch and the period of estimating recruitment deviations.
Total biomass, SSB, recruitment, total exploitation rate, SPR and Y/R of each
scenario were compared with those of base case. Model results were robust to
the changes.
Discussion The Working Group noted that both the estimated recruitment
period and the estimate of equilibrium recruitment offset helped in reducing
conflicts between data sources at the start of the model.
7.4.7

Discussion on the overall Sensitivity section

The Working Group discussed the current assessment model’s sensitivity to
many of the model assumptions and data. The assessment model results were
sensitive to growth estimates and heavily influenced by assumptions of the
magnitude of M. It was noted that assessment results were largely insensitive to
most other assumptions and data changes. The Working Group acknowledged
that this insensitivity could be an indication of model miss-specification. However,
the Working Group concluded that the base case model is the best available
science to determine stock status at present. Calculations of current F relative to
Fmax were robust across all sensitivity model runs. Calculations of current SPR
were also relatively consistent across all sensitivity models. Although no
biological reference points are accepted by the ISC bluefin Working Group, it
may be that these kinds of per-recruit benchmarks could be used to characterize
stock status using the results of the current assessment model.
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7.5

•

Future projection.

ISC08/PBF/01/15: Future projections from the current stock status of Pacific
bluefin tuna estimated from stock assessment model of Stock Synthesis II.
M. Ichinokawa, Y. Takeuchi, R. Conser, K. Piner, M. Dreyfus, A.
Aires-da-Silva

M. Ichinokawa presented the results of ISC08/PBF/01/15. The working paper
summarizes the results of future projections based on the current stock
assessment results. Projections were started from numbers of fish at age in the
1st quarter in 2006 except for the recruitment in 2006, and continued for 20
years. Biological parameters used in the future projections were inherited from
those estimated or used in the stock assessment phase. Twenty time stochastic
projections were conducted from respective 210 time bootstrap results.
Arithmetic average F’s by quarter of the 3 anterior years (2002-2004) was used
for current F. Future harvest scenarios were determined by current F multiplied
by 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2.
Future recruitments were re-sampled from
recruitments estimated during the whole stock assessment period with fishery
data from 1952 to 2005 (Figure 10). The probabilities that the focused future
statistics such as SSB fall below some percentiles of historically observed value
were also shown.
Within the current fishing mortality matrix, F at the age of 3 or less and that for
age 8 or older were relatively high, exceeding 0.2 per quarter (Table 1). SSB in
2006 (21,320 t, point estimates) were close to the median of the historically
observed SSB. The current F scenario reduced the SSB by 30% by 2010, and
then increased to the same SSB level of 2006 by 2026 (Figure 11). Various
harvest scenarios ranging from 0.6 to 1.2 of F multipliers showed clear
differences in future SSB and total catch trajectories. Particularly in the lowest F
scenario of 0.6, the SSB rapidly increased from 2010, and then its median
exceeded historical highest SSB by 2014. It is noteworthy that the rapid
increase of future SSB in 0.6 scenario is very uncertain because the projection
should have inherited the high uncertainty of very high depletion level estimated
in the stock assessment phase, which is very sensitive to the biological
parameters such as M.
Appendix B of doc 15 shows results of additional future projections and some
modified figs and tables in response to the discussion at the Working Group. In
the additional scenario, future projections started from 2005 without adjusting
total catch in 2005 (Figure 12). The recruitment in 2005 was re-sampled without
using the one estimated in stock assessment. The estimated recruitment in 2005
(5,004 x 1000 inds) within the model was about a half of the simple average of
the historical recruitments (10,537 x 1000 inds). Therefore, the replacement of
recruitment in 2005 with re-sampled ones caused more optimistic future
projections than that in the base case (Figure 13). However, the median of the
total catch in 2005 was 21,049 t (18,403-24,979, 80% conf.), which did not
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explain the total catch (24,822 t) predicted by the SS22 in 2005. Therefore,
those results suggest that the total catch observed in 2005 can not be explained
by the current F even if the recruitment in 2005 had been at the average level of
the historical recruitments. The results of future projections from the stock
assessment results with previous M were also shown. The confidence interval of
historical SSB in previous M scenario seems to be wider than that in the base
case. The future SSB in the previous M scenario was declined from 2006 to
2011 by 35%. This percentage of the decline was higher than that indicated in
the base case (30%), while the probability-related-reference points in this
scenario were more optimistic.
Discussion:
It was noted that the reference points based on the stochastic
projections are applied for the first time to PBF. The reason of the choice of the
reference point is due to the fact that the WG cannot predict the consequence of
the declined spawning stock biomass below the historically observed level, and
also because there is no clear stock recruitment relationship within the
historically observed range of the spawning biomass. Hence such reference
point which results in the spawning stock size above at least minimum observed
range of the spawning stock would be preferable. Further description of the
method may be required to convey the results more efficiently to the managers.
Considering the high uncertainty of the F’s of young fish in 2005, it was proposed
that 2005 be the first year of the projections, where recruitment in 2005 were
replaced with re-sampling without adjusting observed catch in 2005 (appendix B
of Doc 14). As for the additional future projection results, a difference of
approximately 6,000 t between the 2005 estimated catch (~21,000 t) and the
actual observed catch (~27,000 t) was emphasized. This indicates that the
model can not explain the 2005 observed catch based upon the estimates of
current F and average levels of recruitment. This result also pointed out that the
short-term prospect of the stock is dependent upon the most recent recruitment
levels which are very uncertain and difficult to estimate. Because it was
recognized that a reliable statement about the 2005 year-class strength can not
be made, this parameter should be monitored closely in the future. In addition, it
was proposed that further projection work should be conducted hypothesizing
different recruitment levels in 2005 with adjusting observed catch in 2005.
Simultaneously, it was also pointed out that the results should be reliable for the
later years of the projection period (e.g., after 2010) Current fishing mortality
level will likely keep the stock about the most recent level regardless of either the
level of the 2005 year class or effects of unexplained catch in 2005. In other
words, if fishing mortality remains approximately close to the current level, the
future spawning stock biomass will stay at the current level with about 50% of
the probability, regardless the strength of the 2005 year class or different M
assumption (Table 2). If fishing mortality is reduced by 20% from the current
2

As explained in 7.2 the predicted yield by SS2 in 2005 (24,822 t) was smaller than the
observed yield in 2005(26,902 t)
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level, spawning biomass will double from the current level.
There were also discussions about the effect of the unreasonably high estimate
of the virgin biomass (B0) on the projection results. It was agreed that the
projection results obtained for the low 0.6 F-multiplier (Fmult) are too optimistic,
and that the population under such low fishing mortality levels will rebuild
towards B0 under the current stock assessment model assumptions. It was
commented that while the projection results for low levels of F are mainly driven
by the population dynamics (mainly assumptions of future recruitment), results of
the projection for higher levels of F are mainly determined by the fishing mortality
levels. It was further pointed out that the “B0 effect” should not be a problem for
the higher F-multiplier cases (0.8, 1.0 and 1.2). Except for the 0.6 F-multiplier,
the projected biomasses for all F-multipliers fall within a 20% range of the
historical estimates. This provided a rationale for eliminating the low 0.6
F-multiplier.
The possibility of using some form of recruitment auto-correlation in the
projection analysis was discussed. The value of the SS2 correlation matrix is
limited for this purpose. It was agreed that this issue should be considered in
future work. Question was raised on sensitivity of the projection from the stock
assessment results using previous M in appendix B. In particular, it was asked
why the equilibrium catch is similar in 2006 among different harvest scenarios,
which is different from that observed in base case. That is explained by the lower
fishing mortality estimated in the case of previous M, which can cause only minor
change of future dynamics of SSB and total catch by relatively minor changes of
fishing efforts such as multipliers of 0.8 and 1.2.
The working group noted that projection work in the future may need to consider
the number of bootstraps needed to precisely estimate confidence intervals. The
working group agreed that the new analysis better describes the uncertainty than
previous projections.
7.6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Recommendations:

Additional technical information and justification on the choice of reference
points, and the stochastic approach;
Consider recruitment auto-correlation for projections in future stock
assessments;
Improve treatment of future projection scenarios for future stock
assessments.
Projections analysis with improved growth estimates should be conducted in
the future.
Careful monitoring of the 2005 year class
Further developments and improvements of R code for projections. In
particular, it would be important for the most recent years since the PBF
fishery catches a large proportion of 0 and 1-year old fish.
Make decision table based on the future projections under some hypothesis
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of recruitment in 2005 to characterize the effect on future stock status from
alternative hypothesis about the 2005 recruitment level
7.7

Overview of the uncertainties related to the stock assessment results

The Working Group identified the most important uncertainties associated with
this assessment:
1. The assumed natural mortality rate.
2. Recruitment strength (and F on recruits) in the terminal year (2005).
3. Short term projection results due to (ii), above, and the inability of both
assessment/projection scenarios to adequately reflect the actual catch in
2005.
While recognizing the importance of these uncertainties, the Working Group
noted that a large number of sensitivity runs were conducted for this stock
assessment (more than 100). The key assessment results were robust to nearly
all sensitivity trials – the notable exception being the assumed natural mortality
rate. The Working Group suggested that results from the assessment period and
the projections using F-multipliers in the range 0.8-1.2 provide a good
characterization of stock status; and until such time that the stock assessment
can be revisited, provide the best information on the status of the PBF stock.
7.8

Stock status relative to target and limit (F-based) reference points

In conducting the PBF stock assessment, the WG followed a rigorous process in
developing the base case coupled with extensive sensitivity analysis (Section
7.4). While some important aspects of the base case results were found to be
sensitive to the assumed M (Section 7.4.1), the following conclusions were
robust to the assumed M and all of the other factors considered in the sensitivity
analysis:
3

1. The ratio (Fcurrent/FBRP) ≥ 1 for all of commonly used biological
reference points (BRP) that the WG considered, in principle, as potential
target reference points for PBF, namely F40%, F30%, F20%, F0.1, FMAX (Table
xx).
2. Conversely, the ratio (Fcurrent/FBRP) ≤ 1 for all the commonly used BRPs
that the WG considered, in principle, as potential recruitment overfishing
threshold reference points, namely FMED and FSSB-Min,which can be
considered Fs above which, the likelihood of recruitment failure is high.
3. Recruitment has fluctuated without trend over the assessment period; and
does not appear to have been adversely affected by the relatively high
rate of exploitation.
4
4. Deviance from the base case among the sensitivity runs is smaller for
3
4

All ratios referenced in this section have been rounded to one-decimal precision.
As used here, the deviance for a sensitivity run is the difference (in percent) between the sensitivity run
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the limit reference point ratios than for the target reference point ratios.
For PBF fisheries management purposes, these robust conclusions imply that:
a. If F remains at the current level and environmental conditions continue to
be favorable, then recruitment should be sufficient to maintain current
yield well into the future.
b. A reduction in F should lead to greater Y/R and SPR and after some lag,
greater sustained yield.
c. Increases in F and/or unfavorable changes in the environmental
conditions, should be cause for concern.
8. Conclusion on the stock status
The PBF stock assessment has undergone a major revision over the past two
years, and represents a substantial advancement in understanding of the PBF
population dynamics and the fisheries that exploit the stock. While there
remain significant uncertainties in the assessment results (described fully in the
Section 7), the following key factors regarding stock status emerge:
1. Recruitment has fluctuated without trend over the assessment period
(1952-2004); and does not appear to have been adversely affected by the
relatively high rate of exploitation. Recent recruitment (2005-present) is
highly uncertain – making short-term forecasting difficult. In particular, the
2005 year class strength may have been underestimated in this assessment.
2. Spawning stock biomass (SSB) in 2005 is near the median level over the
assessment period. If the future fishing mortality rate (F) continues at the
current F level, the short-term outlook (2009-2010) indicates SSB will either
(i) decline until 2010 or (ii) remain at approximately the 2005 level. In the
longer term, SSB is expected to be at a level comparable to the SSB in
2005.
3. No relationship between SSB and recruitment is apparent over the range of
“observed” SSB from the assessment. The assessment structure tacitly
assumes that at least over the SSB levels “observed,” recruitment is more
environmentally-driven than SSB-driven.
4. Current F (2002-2004) is greater than commonly used biological reference
points (BRP) that may serve, in principle, as potential target reference points.
This includes FMAX – a BRP that given the assessment structure and
assumptions is theoretically equivalent to FMSY. But the magnitude by which
the Fcurrent exceeds the target BRPs is variable.
5. Conversely, current F is less than commonly used BRPs that may serve, in
principle, as potential recruitment overfishing threshold BRPs, e.g. FMED and
ratio and the base case ratio.
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FSSB-Min (probability based reference point) i.e. Fs above which, the likelihood
of recruitment failure is high.
6. Fs on recruits (age 0) and on juveniles (ages 1-3) have been generally
increasing for more than a decade (1990-2005). The catch (in weight) is
dominated by recruits and juveniles (ages 0-3).
7. Total catch has fluctuated widely in the range of 9,000-40,000 t during the
assessment time period (Figure 1). Recent catch is near the average for
the assessment period (~22, 000 t). Over the entire catch history, annual
catch has never attained the equilibrium catch at FMAX (45,000t).
Evaluation of the status of the stock is not straightforward, and may depend in
large part on management objectives and specification of an acceptable level of
risk. The latter is particularly important if the consequences of future increases
in F and/or a less favorable environment are to be evaluated quantitatively.
However, the following conservation advice can be drawn from the current stock
assessment results:
I.

If F remains at the current level and environmental conditions continue to be
favorable, then recruitment should be sufficient to maintain current yield well
into the future.
II. A reduction in F should lead to greater Y/R and SPR and after some lag,
greater sustained yield.
III. Increases in F and/or unfavorable changes in the environmental conditions
should be cause for concern.
IV. It may be advisable to ensure that further increases in F do not occur.
Finally, given the large number of uncertainties in the stock assessment, it is
recommended that the WG review the assessment results prior to the ISC
Plenary meeting in July 2009.
9. Recommendations, review of schedule and assignments
9.1

Fisheries indicators and data

9.1.1

Short-term recommendations

Catch and effort trends and any specific changes in Korean PBF fishery should
be reported. (Doc 01). The Chair contacts the Korean scientists asking
submission of a document of reviews on the Korean catch data updates with a
particular emphasis on the discrepancies observed in 2000 and 2005 between
these two data sets, at the ISC PBF Working Group meeting in July, 2008. (Doc
01)
Examination of the reliability of the estimated catch for pre-1952 period,
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particularly by excavating new data and eliminating double counting of the same
catch from different sources.(Doc 04) be made
Investigation of influences of socio-economic policies on the fluctuations in catch
(e.g. during 1940s), both for the western and eastern Pacific. (Doc. 04) be
carried out.
Investigation on sources of conflicting trends among CPUE series should be
made.
Investigation of discrepancies in size frequency data by year, fisheries and those
estimated by different growth curves should be made.
Careful monitoring of the 2005 year class be carried out.
9.1.2. Medium-term recommendations
Further study on sampling design (effective sample size and frequencies)
relating to collect length/weight data from Sakai-Minato (Sakai Port) and
eventually from other fisheries should be made.
Collection of data on fish sizes and fishing areas/seasons for the catches
estimated in pre-1952 period (Doc. 04) should be continued.
Study on the effective sample size of bluefin tuna in EPO purse seine fishery
(Doc 10) should be carried out.
Quantitative review of the Japanese coastal fisheries length frequency data
should be made in relation to the amount of catch by area and season
Improvement of estimates of recruitment trends should be explored.
9.1.3. Long-term recommendations
Effort of excavating more historical data on bluefin tuna should be continued.
Socio economic study of PBF market including its value and product type in
pre-war time (before the development of the cold chain) should be commenced;
as such studies may change the motivation of fishers for catching bluefin tuna.
(Doc 04)
9.2

Biological studies

9. 2.1. Short-term recommendations
Seasonal growth and variability of growth by birth month in ages 1 and 2 be
further investigated (Information paper) and an appropriate growth curve for the
young fish must be established with a high priority
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Existing tag-recovery information (including conventional and electronic memory
type) should be gathered to make better estimates on natural mortality at age,
spatial structure of the stock and growth curve. IATTC has already certain
amount of conventional tag data. Besides, the collaboration of other groups on
this issue should be sought.
9.2.2. Medium-term recommendations
Otolith with sex/size data be collected and examined, especially for large sized
fish to investigate sex specific growth for its implications on estimates of natural
mortality and possible effects on CPUE indices of longline fishery. (Docs 08 and
16)
Shimose’s VBG should be validated for large fish (over 230cm) with increased
sample size.(Doc 08)
9.2.3. Long-term recommendations
Investigation on reproductive biology including 1) Examination for sex ratio of
adult PBF, 2) Estimate of the spawning parameters to investigate the
relationship between body size of adult PBF and fecundity, and 3) Estimation of
maturity at size
Early life history in relation to environmental condition should be promoted.
Investigation on larval and juvenile distribution patterns would contribute to
provide basic information on the spatiotemporal spawning activity of adult PBF.
To collect oceanographic data, i.e., sea surface temperature is important to
understand the spawning strategy of adult fish and the distribution patterns,
growth and survival during the period of early life history.
It is desirable to reduce the major uncertainties regarding to M.vectors (Doc
10)
9.3 Assessments and projections

The major objective is to reduce the uncertainties associated with input data and
assessments. Those are all related to the recommendations on fishery related
issues or biological studies listed above. Besides, it is recommended that
research carried out on the followings:
•
•
•
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Additional technical information and justification on the choice of reference
points, and the stochastic approach;
Improvement in treatment of future projection scenarios for future stock
assessments.
Projections analysis with an alternative growth estimates should be
conducted in the future.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
9.4

Further developments and improvements of R code for projections In
particular, it would be important for the most recent years since the PBF
fishery catches a large proportion of 0 and 1-year old fish.
Make decision table based on the future projections under some hypothesis
of recruitment in 2005 to characterize the effect on future stock status from
alternative hypothesis about the 2005 recruitment level
Improve modeling of the initial population structure
Improve modeling of the catch e.g. introduce explicit likelihood component
allowing error in catch
Improve future projection components of SS 2 to fit the way of tuna stock
assessment.
Introduce more flexible growth curve parameterization, in particular, growth
of young fish.
Next Working Group meeting

The Working Group recognized the extensive efforts made by the Working
Group to deal with the uncertainties and limitations found in assessment within
the time constraints of the meeting. However, these shortcomings justify that the
assessment be re-visited in the near future, and further work be conducted to
deal with the limitations at hand. It was recommended that the Working Group
will review the problems identified in the current stock assessment at the
November-December, 2008 meeting (time and place may be modified later),
before the ISC Plenary meeting in July 2009 and the IATTC Stock Assessment
Review Meeting in May 2009.
10. Other matter
Study on environment
It was pointed out that long-term change in oceanographic condition was
important to understand the relationship of environmental condition and the
stock level by the extent of recruitment success of PBF. Introducing the recent
progress on the oceanographic study related to recruitment magnitude of PBF
will be informative to understand in the coming ISC8 plenary session at
Takamatsu. The details will be finalized by the correspondence.
11. Adoption of reports and closure of the meeting.
The draft report was adopted with the understanding that at the WG meeting in
July 17-18, 2008, the Item 8 and corresponding part in Item 7 will be revisited
and finalized. In mean time, the communications among the participants in the
effort to draft for and finalize Item 8 is encouraged. Editorial work to complete the
other sections is left to the Chair and the Rapporteurs.
During July 17-18, 2008 the Working Group was convened to finalize drafting of
items 7 and 8. Drafting was completed and the reported adopted by participants.
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A brief report of this drafting meeting and a list of participants are contained in
Appendix 9. Logistics for the next meeting of the WG were also reviewed and
approved (section 9.4). On July 18, the completed report of the PBFWG was
approved and the meeting adjourned.
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Table 1. Current F (average of 2002-2004) by ages and quarters, which is
applied to the future projections and calculation of biological
reference points.
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Table 2. Probability (%) that future SSB or total catch fall below the historical
percentiles of SSB or total catch, respectively. The definition of future
statistics were described in the document #15. F multiplier means a scalar
multiplied by matrix of current F.
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(a) Base case
F multi

(b) Start year=2005

Percentiles of historical SSB
0 (min) 0.05

0.1

0.25

Percentiles of historical SSB
0.5

0 (min)

0.05

0.1

0.25

0.5

Pr[median(SSB future )<percentile(SSB observed )|F ]
1.20
98.8
1.10
91.3
1.00
60.1
0.95
34.5
0.90
14.1
0.85
3.9
0.80
0.7
Pr[any(SSB future )<percentile(SSB observed )|F ]
1.20
40.9
56.7 68.9 92.9
1.10
12.6
22.9 33.4 77.0
1.00
2.6
5.7
10.6 49.1
0.95
1.3
2.8
5.1
34.5
0.90
0.7
1.3
2.6
22.5
0.85
0.3
0.7
1.6
12.6
0.80
0.0
0.2
0.6
7.3
Pr[SSB 20 16 <percentile(SSB o bserved )|F ]
1.20
1.10
1.00
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80

6.8
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

12.7
1.7
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

19.3
3.2
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

55.5
19.8
2.9
0.6
0.2
0.0
0.0

99.9
99.1
96.3
93.8
91.0
86.1
78.8

30.0
5.1
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

45.2
10.7
0.9
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

57.4
17.1
2.0
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0

88.6
56.3
15.5
5.1
1.8
0.6
0.3

99.8
97.7
84.3
70.1
58.7
49.5
45.6

96.6
79.5
37.9
18.2
6.5
1.6
0.3

5.5
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

10.7
1.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

16.9
2.8
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

52.2
16.0
2.0
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0

95.9
75.4
31.9
13.6
4.1
0.8
0.0

(d) M=Lower M
Percentiles of historical SSB
0 (min) 0.05
0.1
0.25

0.5

(c) M=previous M
F multi Percentiles of historical SSB
0 (min) 0.05
0.1
0.25
0.5
Pr[median(SSB future )<percentile(SSB observed )|F ]
1.20
86.6
1.10
74.9
1.00
55.2
0.95
43.4
0.90
31.9
0.85
20.9
0.80
12.8
Pr[any(SSB future )<percentile(SSB observed )|F ]
1.20
2.5
3.8
7.1
40.2 97.4
1.10
0.5
0.8
2.2
21.3 93.7
1.00
0.0
0.1
0.5
9.6
87.3
0.95
0.0
0.1
0.2
5.8
83.1
0.90
0.0
0.0
0.1
3.6
79.1
0.85
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.6
75.1
0.80
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.8
71.6
Pr[SSB 20 16 <percentile(SSB o bserved )|F ]
1.20
0.3
0.5
1.1
13.2 84.0
1.10
0.0
0.1
0.2
4.7
68.7
1.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.3
48.6
0.95
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
37.0
0.90
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
26.9
0.85
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
17.0
0.80
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
9.9
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97.3
80.9
37.2
15.8
4.4
0.7
0.1

99.8
93.1
64.6
40.0
17.8
5.4
0.9
58.3
23.7
5.3
1.7
0.4
0.0
0.0

71.8
36.7
11.1
5.3
2.3
0.4
0.1

80.8
47.9
18.4
9.6
4.7
2.0
0.6

96.4
83.0
57.0
42.0
29.1
19.1
11.2

100.0
99.9
97.5
94.3
90.2
84.7
78.0

15.2
2.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

23.9
4.6
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

32.4
7.5
0.6
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

67.5
30.1
6.2
2.0
0.6
0.1
0.0

97.9
82.5
43.6
22.0
8.6
2.7
0.5
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Amount of catch (MT)
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Figure 1 Pacific bluefin tuna landings of pre-assessment period by area (left panel) and
assessment period by fishing fleet defined in the base-case model (right pane)
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1-3, and ages 4 and older. F of ages 1-3 was calculated as the ratio of sum of
predicted catch divided by sum of mid year numbers at age of age 1-3. Moving
average include 2005 mortality estimates.

PBFWG

Figure 7. Yield per Recruitment and %SPR plot of the base case run. The area smaller
than 0.8 and larger than 1.2 of F-multipliers is shaded. Note that the
expected YPR and %SPR within the shaded area are highly uncertain since
corresponding equilibrium biomass in the area is beyond the range of
historically observed stock size.
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Figure 10. Historical recruitments estimated in the stock assessment model (left
panel) and re-sampled recruitments used in the future projections.

Figure 11. Estimated historical (the left panel) and future (middle and right panels)
SSB. The future SSB was results of future projections starting from 2006
(base case). White, gray and black present future harvest scenarios of
current F multiplied by 0.8, 1 and 1.2, respectively.

Figure 12. Estimated historical (the left panel) and future (middle and right panels)
SSB. The future SSB was results of future projections starting from 2005
without using recruitment estimated in the stock assessment model or
adjusting observed catch. White, gray and black present future harvest
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scenarios of current F multiplied by 0.8, 1 and 1.2, respectively.

Figure 13. Comparison of the two future projection results and estimated historical
(the left panel) and future (middle and right panels) SSB. The future SSB
was results of future projections starting from 2005 without using
recruitment estimated in the stock assessment model or adjusting observed
catch. White, gray and black present future harvest scenarios of current F
multiplied by 0.8, 1 and 1.2, respectively.

Figure 14.
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Retrospective patterns of the estimated recruitments after 1990.
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Appendix Table 1.
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Nominal landing of Pacific bluefin tuna in
country and by gear for eastern and western Pacific
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Footnotes for Appendix Table 1.
*Catch of the distant-water and offshore longline consist of those yielded by vessels larger than 0 GRT.
**NP and SP indicate North and South Pacific, respectively.
***Catch of the coastal longline consist of those yielded by vessels smaller than 20 GRT.
****The troll catch for farming estimating 10 - 20 mt since 2000 is excluded.
*****Updated catches for these countries ware not provided to this meeting.
Others fisheries include drift net, handline, trawl, other longline and unclassified fisheries.
Catch statistics of Korea was derived from Japanese Import statistics for 1982-1999.
Annual catches of the Korean purse seine from 2000 to 2006 were modified due to chage of data
source.
Annual catches in 2007 of Japanese longline, troll and set net were tentative estimates.
Because of unavailability of logbook data, annual catch of the distant-water and offshore longline fishery
could not estimate for NP and SP Annual catch of the dist. & off. longline might be contaminated by the catch
of small vessel (< 20 GRT) categorized into the offshore longliners.
Annual catch of a part of coastal longline might be incorpolated into that of the dist. & off. longline.
The table contains figures used for the assessments in May, 2008. Thereafter, the following updates
were made on the annual nominal catches.
Chinese Taipei

as shown below.

Changes are bolded

Year
2005
2006
2007
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Longline
1368

1149
1401

Others

2
1
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Appendix 4.

Sensitivity analyses of a discrete dynamic population model by
Michel Dreyfus

Estimated B0 parameters with a discrete population dynamic model using Working Group
schedules for natural mortality (7) and levels of recruitment (2).
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Natural Mortality

R = 7 million

R = 10 million

B0 Base Case

880000 t

1255000 t

Adult M02

437000 t

624000 t

Adult M08

1474000 t

2095000 t

Low Y M

1587000 t

2257000 t

M 2006

192200 t

274000 t

High Sp M

153000 t

219000 t

Lowest M

2369000 t

3371000 t

Appendix 5.
Sensitivity analyses – stock recruitment relationship by A.
Aires-da-Silva
The base case stock assessment model assumes a Beverton-Holt (1957) stock recruitment
(S-R) relationship in which the steepness (h) parameter was fixed at 1.0. A value of 0.6 was
assumed for the standard deviation of log-recruitment (sigma-r). Three sensitivity analyses
were made to evaluate the impact on the assessment results from different assumptions
about the nature of the S-R relationship: 1) steepness h fixed at 0.8; 2) a higher standard
deviation of the recruitment deviates (sigma-r fixed at 1.0); 3) a CAGEAN-like
unconstrained recruitments estimates.
Appendix 5 presents the time series of estimated biomasses, recruitments, proportions of
spawners-per-recruit (SPR), total fishing mortalities (F) and yield-per-recruit (Y/R)
estimates for the base case model and different sensitivity runs. In general, the base case
results were robust to the different assumptions made about the stock-recruitment
relationship. The exception is the sensitivity in which the steepness (h) parameter was fixed
at 0.8. However, a pronounced increase of the biomasses since the early 1990s seems
unrealistic. The likelihood components and selected derived quantities obtained for the
different sensitivities are shown in Appendix table 5.1. The base case model produced the
best model fit when compared to the different S-R sensitivity runs.
Reference
Beverton, R. J. H. and Holt, S.J. 1957, On the dynamics of exploited fish populations. U.K.
Minist. Agric. Fish. Ser. 2,19, 533p
Appendix Table 5.1. Likelihoods and selected derived quantities for the base case and S-R sensitivity
runs.

Base case

h = 0.8

Cagean

sigmaR_1

LIKELIHOOD
indices
length_comps
Equil_catch
catch
Recruitment
Forecast_Recruitment

4345.75
-195.761
4510.21
0.10206
17.6132
14.6146
-1.02165

4802.33
-44.6147
4657.25
0.951812
29.9194
159.842
-1.02165

4346.75
-195.696
4505.68
0.0299319
30.8764
6.87341
-1.02165

4372.07
-187.633
4514.62
0.0462037
14.7561
30.2834
0

DERIVED QUANTITIES
SSBzero
SSBstart
SSBend
SBRstart
SBRend

1,377,640
36,262
21,451
0.03
0.02

2,825,390
141,218
440,155
0.05
0.16

1,157,680
37,008
20,552
0.03
0.02

1,830,260
38,514
22,685
0.02
0.01
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Appendix Figure. 5.1. Time series of estimated biomasses and recruitments for the base
case and sensitivity runs to the S-R assumptions.
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Appendix Figure 5.2. Time series of estimated proportions of spawners-per-recruit, total
fishing mortality and yield-per-recruit for the base case and sensitivity runs to
the S-R assumptions.
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Appendix 6.

Likelihood Profile

Likelihood profiles on virgin recruitment (R0) were constructed (Range 7-10) to evaluate the
contribution to the total likelihood of size composition data and each CPUE, and check for
conflicting trends. The total likelihood profile (Figure 6.1) indicated that the scaling
parameter log R0 (MLE=9.25) appears well defined given the model structure. The size
frequency profile (Figure 6.2) indicates that generally small fish fisheries fit better at higher
R0 but that the JPN-LL size component provided an upper bound to R0. The CPUE indices
profile (Figure 6.3) indicated that the JPN-CLL and JPN-Troll and TW-LL provide an upper
bound to R0. There is conflicting information between these indices and the US-PS index
from the EPO which fits better at higher values of R0.

Total likelihood
6500

loglikelihood_

6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
6

7

8
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11

R0
Appendix Figure 6.1. Total likelihood profile on R0.
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Length likelihood
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R0
Appendix Figure 6.2 Total likelihood profiles on R0 by size composition data.
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Appendix Figure 6.3. Total likelihood profiles on R0 by size CPUE data.
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Appendix 7
(M)

Sensitivity of Assessment Model to Changes in Natural Mortality Rate

Sensitivity of the assessment model results and resulting biological reference calculations
to changes in Natural Mortality (M) was evaluated by fitting the base case model with
alternative M vectors. Seven alternative M vectors (Table 7.1) were used in addition to that
of the base case. The model was configured with the same parameterization as the base
model except for the changes to M. Each of the seven M vectors increased or decreased
the magnitude of M for either juvenile or adults as well both groups together. We note that
the base model was tuned (CPUE SE, size composition Effective N as well as Sigma-R)
using the original vector of M. Each alternative vector of M scenario was not re-tuned, and
thus these sensitivity analyses do not represent the best models for that alternative M
vector.
The estimated time series of spawning biomass (Figure Appendix 7-1) was most sensitive
to the magnitude of the M assumed for adults (age 4+) while recruitment trends (Figure
Appendix 7-2) were sensitive to the magnitude of the juvenile M (age 0-3) and to a lesser
extent adult M. In general, increasing M resulted in a smaller initial spawning stock size and
a less exploited and depleted stock in 1952-2005. Decreasing M resulted in a larger initial
spawning stock and more heavily exploited and depleted stock in 1952-2005.
While the ratio of Fcurrent to FBRP could be sensitive to the M vector depending upon the
BRP, some general conclusion could be drawn across all sensitivity runs. Specifically,
Fcurrent was generally greater than FBRP (Table 7.2) for all of the commonly used biological
reference points (BRP) that the WG considered as potential target reference points (F40%,
F30%, F20%, F0.1, FMAX ). Conversely, Fcurrent was generally below FBRP (Table 7.2) for all the
commonly used BRPs that the WG considered as potential recruitment overfishing
threshold reference points (FMED).
Appendix Table 7.1. Base case and alternative M vectors used in the sensitivity analyses.

age

base

AdultM=02

AdultM=08

High_youngM

LowYoungM

0
1
2
3
4+

1.6
0.46
0.27
0.2
0.12

1.6
0.46
0.27
0.2
0.2

1.6
0.46
0.27
0.2
0.08

1.9
0.66
0.5
0.2
0.12

1.3
0.4
0.12
0.12
0.12

High
age1+
1.6
0.8
0.4
0.25
0.25

High M
Spawn
1.68
0.84
0.42
0.4
0.3

Low M
1.3
0.4
0.2
0.15
0.08

Appendix Table 7.2. Yield-per-Recruit F multiplier (FMAX/Fcurrent), F0.1/Fcurrent, F40%/Fcurrent, F30%/Fcurrent.
F20%/Fcurrent, FMED/Fcurrent and SPR levels (expressed as proportion) calculated for each vector of
M. Fcurrent was calculated as an average of 2002 to 2004. An F-multiplier <1 indicates Fcurrent >
FBRP and F-multiplier>1 that Fcurrent < FBRP.

base

high
adult M

Low
adult M

Fmax/Fcurrent
F0.1/Fcurrent

0.21
0.14

0.40
0.28

F40%/Fcurrent
F30%/Fcurrent
F20%/Fcurrent
Fmed/Fcurrent
SPRcurrent

0.15
0.21
0.30
1.03
0.02

0.26
0.35
0.49
1.17
0.05
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M
1.01
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0.83
0.51

Low all
ages M

0.15
0.10

High
juvenile
M
0.25
0.15

0.11
0.15
0.22
0.98
0.01

0.16
0.22
0.32
1.08
0.02

0.15
0.21
0.30
1.18
0.01

0.48
0.63
0.85
1.45
0.15

0.40
0.53
0.72
1.17
0.11

0.11
0.15
0.22
1.09
0.01

0.15
0.10

Appendix Figure 7.1. Spawning biomass time series estimated from base and alternative M scenarios.
Note that in all figures the plot from the vector of High Spawning M (Table 7.1) is not
plotted as the results are nearly identical to vector of High age 1+ and thus in the figures
the plot of both is referred to as high all ages.

Appendix Figure 7.2. Recruitment time series estimated from base and alternative M scenarios. Note
that in all figures the plot from the vector of High Spawning M (Table 7.1) is not plotted as
the results are nearly identical to vector of High age 1+ and thus in the figures the plot of
both is referred to as high all ages.

Appendix 8

Comprehensive summary table of sensitivity runs considered by the WG.

Appendix Table 8.1. Summary of results of each sensitivity model. A column is for each sensitivity run
and rows are key models results. Column headings indicate the change from the base case
model.
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APPENDIX 9
Report of the ISC Pacific Bluefin Tuna Stock Assessment Working Group
(July 17-18, 2008、 Takamatsu, Japan)
1.0

Introduction

A brief, one and a half-day meeting, 17-18 July 2008, of the International Scientific Committee
– Pacific Bluefin Tuna Working Group (ISC-PBFWG) was held in conjunction with the 8th
Meeting of the ISC Plenary, Takamatsu, Kagawa Prefecture, Japan, as a continuation of the
May-June meeting in order to draft agenda items 7 and 8 of the 2008 stock assessment.
Participants from Chinese Taipei, Japan, Korea, Mexico and the United States attended in the
meeting. Y. Takeuchi chaired the meeting and P. Miyake served as rapporteur, continuing
his role from the May-June meeting..
2.0

Meeting procedures

The PBFWG held two intercessional sessions since the 7th Meeting of the ISC Plenary, Busan,
Korea (July, 2007); one in Shimizu, in December, 2007 and another in Shimizu in May-June,
2008. The December meeting was devoted to data preparation and for framing the SS2 model
to be used in the stock assessment. The May-June meeting was devoted to the stock
assessment analysis and interpretation of the results.
The PBF Working Group reconvened during 17-18 July 2008 and completed outstanding
items for the 2008 stock assessment report. Because additional and supplemental analytical
work was performed since the May-June meeting, results of the work were reviewed and
informative information incorporated into the May-June report. In addition, new information
on Chinese Taipei and Korean fisheries were received and were included in the findings of the
Report.
After discussion and consideration of the complete content of the report, the report was
finalized and approved by the WG.
3.0 Future meeting schedule

The Working Group Chair suggested that the next WG meeting be held in 10-17 December
2008, possibly on Ishigaki Island, Okinawa Prefecture, Japan. The objective of the WG
meeting will be to review and evaluate facets that were revealed by the 2008 assessment..
The WG was informed that the ISC Chair suggested 2011 as the date for the next full PBF
stock assessment The WG felt that the final decision on this matter should wait until after
the December 2008 meeting, but that the next full stock assessment be completed no later
than 2011.
4.0 Adjournment
The meeting of the Working Group was adjourned on July 18, 2008.
5.0
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